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Abstract. The analysis of many algorithms concerning trees requires the enumeration of families 
of nodes of a given height in a set of given trees. The aim of this article is to present a theorem 
that reduces sxh an enumeration. under certain conditions of regularity, to the simplest or most 
well known enumeration of a partxufar family of trees. Se\leral examples c>f its application are 
given. 
I. Introduction 
One frequerrtlv encounters in computer science objects which appear from the L 
outset, or which one later represents, in the form of trees. Such is the case, in 
particular, of manv ipretesting methods of information’ storage and retrieval: binarv d I 
search trees. digitai ‘tree . . . Knuth, in the first and above a&he third volume of his 
well known work [b] has very clearly developed rhiis point and we borrow his 
terminology. 
In fact the families of trees one meets are very varied. We shall study here t-at-y 
trees, where t :s an integer greater or equal to 2, which, following Knuth 1161, wi 
define as eithel, an empty tree, or a r-uple of z-ary trees. 
Another variety of trees encountered in computer s!,oience is that of ordered trees 
(also called planar trees) (see for example [6] Vol. 1 p. 306). It is known how to 
represent these trees by binary trees (the natural correspondence [6] Vol. I p. 333) 
and we shall indicate at a convenient point in the text how to apply the results we 
obtain to certa;.n enumerations for ordered trees. 
Classically t-at-y trees are implemented in a computer memory in the following 
way: to each in):ernal (i.e. non empty) node of the tree there corresponds a memory 
cell containing :,ome information associated with that node and t links pointing to 
the I sons of ihe biode. Access to the tree is gained by a pointer to its root. 
Consequent!? the ,access time to a given node is proportional (under obvious 
hypotheses) to the height of that node in the tree. 
I. 1 I First example : binary search trees 
Given a sequence of n distinct keys, one constructs a binary tree with n internal 
nodes usinlg the insert algorithm n times successively. This latter can be described 
roughly ais follows, supposing the binary search tree associated with the empty 
sequence is an empty tree; if the tree is empty then replace it by a node containing 
the key to be inserted and whose two cons are empties; end of the algorithm; else 
compare the key to be inserted to the key of the root; if less (greater) use 
rectirsively this insert algorithm with the right (left) subtree of the root (see e.g. [6] 
Vol. 3 Section 6.2.2 for more rigourous definitions and algorithms). 
The time (measured by the number of comparisons) used by this algorithm when 
one inserts an (n + 1)“’ key in a binary search tree having n internal nodes is the 
access time to an external ‘(i.e. empty) node of the tree. When one considers the 
n + 7 possible insertions in all the possible binary search trees with CZI internal 
nodes, the mean insert time of an (n + l),’ key is proportional to the mean height of 
the external nodes in this set of Ifees. Similarly one can see that the mean search 
time of a key in a binary search tree is proportional to the mean hIeight of the 
internal nodes in the same set of trees. 
In this way Lynch 17) set about the calculation of the number of comparisons in 
the construction and search algorithms of binary search trees (see also 16) Vol. 3 
Section 62.2). 
1.2. Second example: digital trees 
Given a set E of n distinct keys that are words on a given totally ordered 
alphdbet with t characters (a, < a2 C l l l c a,} one constructs a t-ary tree d(E), that 
we salt the digital tree associated to E. in the following way: 
(i) if E is empty then d(E) is the empty tree; 
(ii) for i = 1,2,...., t kt E, be the set of words w such that the word aIw belongs 
to %E; then d(E) is the tree whose sequence of subtrees is d(E,), d(Ez), l . . , d(E). 
With the hypothesis that no key in the set E is a prefix of another key, there is a 
correspondence between the keys of E and the leaves of d(E). If we 
implement E in the classicai way, the access time to a key of E is proportional to 
th eight of its corresponding leaf. 
th the hypothesis that for any key w in E any prefix of w belongs also to E, 
there is a one-t ne correspondence between the keys of E and the internal nodes 
of d(E). if wp lenient E in the classical way, the access time to a key of E is 
roportional to the height of its correspording internal node. 
iln the two cases the search time of a which is not in E is proportional to the 
ilies of trees whose 
ernirig digital 
Generally speaking, when one wishes to analyse the performances of particular - 
algorithms concerning t-ary trees, for example to co,unt the operations of a given 
type performed by a given algorithm which is apphed to a given family of trees, one 
has to count a set of nodes of given height in this family of trees. 
Instead of analysing so:me particular algorithm and developing some ad hoc 
combinatorial machinary, the purpose of this paper is to give a general tool for 
counting a set of nodes of given hieight in a given family of trees satisfying some 
conditions of regularity More precisely, we prove a general theorem which reduces 
the desired enumeration to the enumeration of a particular family of trees; this new 
problem is easier, at least in certain cases of interest, and several more classical 
methods lend themselves to its solution. The geometrical idea upon which this 
theorem is based has already been used [4). We develop it here in aii its generality 
in order to place upon the same basis all the enumerations in question. 
We introduce in the foilowing section the necessary definitions and the funda- 
mental properties of r-ary trees. In Section 3 WC’ then introduce the operation of 
exchange of subtrees in a t-ary tree, and the notions which naturally go with it 
(invariance property under exchange) and state the theorem mentioned above. This 
theorem is thea’ applied to classical problems: to digital trees in Section 4 (whose 
results seem to be new), to binary search trees in Section S (whose results are 
known). It CM also be applied to the different kinds of digital trees corrsidered by 
Knuth ([6] Vol. 3 Section 6.3) in order to regain his results. c 
2. Definitions and fundamental properties 
Following normal usage in computer science, we define a t-ary tree in the folloing 
way : 
Definith 2.f. For t integer (1 2 2) we call f-arv tree either the symbol .1 (one then 
l 
says the tree :‘s empty), or a t-uple of t-ary trees QC = (a,, cy:, . . . , a,); a,. 1 :z i s t, is 
called the ith subtree of a (but for f = 2, (x1 and &yz are called Ileft subtree and right 
subtree of cy respectively). 
A f-ary tree is repGJ -v-<ented by a planar tree in the following way: to an empty tree 
there corresponds simply a node with no arcs leading out and to a tree cy = 
4 ,rxI. (2:. . . . . ch is not empty there corresponds a node - called the root’ of CY 
- from which t arcs ordered from left to right lead to the root of cyI, cy;, . . . , a, ; we 
then say that lrhe root o cy, (1 s i s 1) is the ith ot of CY (for binary trees 
we use, in preference, t e Terms left son and right son) a that the root of a is the 
t-at-y tree a node associated with an empty subtree 
is called an external node, and otherwise an intenttrl node. Henceforth we only talk 
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about trees having a finite number of nodes, and we use the following classical 
result ([6j Vol. 1 Section 2.3.4.4): 
Propositian 2.2. If a t -ary tree has n internal nodes then it has II (t - 1) + 1 external 
nodes. 
Example. Let (Y = (cu,, 02) be a binary tree with cyI = (,I, /d), cyI = ((Y.~, n), Q~ = 
(a4, cus), a4 = as = (A, A). T’he corresponding graph is represented by the Fig. l(a) 
with a square for an external node and a circle for an internal node; the usual 
convention is to not represent the external nodes. This convention is further 
explained in Fig. l(b).. 
(4 (b) 
Fig. 1. 
Definition 2.3. Among the internal nodes of a t-ary tree one calls leaves the nodes 
whose sons are all external nodes. 
Definition 2.4. In a t-ary tree one calls lowest right branch the sequence of internal 
nodes ( fwh,..., nk) such that 
(i) nl is the root of the tree, 
(ii) for i = 2,3,. . . ( k. n, is the tIh son of n,-l, 
(iii) tfre tth son of nk is an external node. 
Example. In the example of Fig. 1 the lowest right branch is (n,, n?) where nl is the 
root of a. and nz is the root of cy-. 
Definition 2.5. The height of a node x of a t-ary tree is an integer which takes the 
value 0 if r is the root of the tree. and otherwise I -+- h, where h is the height of the 
father of x. One can also say that the height of x is the number of arcs in the unique 
path leading from the root to x. 
The following results are classical and easy to prove. 
Propnsi:ion 2.6. In a t-ary tree let e,, (i,, respectively) be the number of euernal 
node:; (iruernal respectively) of height h >O; then the follorr*ing relation holds 
2& The 6*exchange”’ operation 
When one imagines a node in a tree by a celi and the arcs leading out by links, the 
exchange: operation with respect o a node is nothing other than the interchange of 
iwo links associated with this node. With this in mind, the long sequence of 
definitions that follows is easy to read and lead to a short proof. 
Definition 3.1. Let a be a It-ary tree and x a non empty subtree of (Y (possibly 
x = cw); let (xl, x2, .*., x,) be the sequence of subtrees of x, It is said that one 
performs an exchange operation EI t:.“( t ~i~f,f~j~f)withresT?ecttox ina if 
the subtrees X, and xl of x in TV are ~nter~~~anged; w  enote f ‘:i”(ru) the new tree 
obtained, or, in the case where ar is binary, simply F, (cw). In geometric termjno~ogy~ 
we speak of an exchange with respect to the internal node x. 
Example, For the hinary tree QI represented in Fig. 1, the exchange with re?+ett o 
the root gives the tree represented in Fig. 2(a), whilst the exchange with respect o 
the root of the subtree cy2 gives the tree of Fig. 2(b). The exchange operations with 
respect to the other nodes of QI’ regenerate cy. 
Fig. 2. 
be a set of t-ary trees; it is said that A is ~~~~r~~~~ ~~r 
~~c~~~~ge if for every CY E A, for every internaf node x of QI, and for every pair (i j)* 
1 s i, j s t, the tree pX (‘*‘)(cE) still betongs to the set A. 
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Definition 3.3. Let x be a node of a t-ary tree a ; and let (xr, x2,. l . , x,,+,) be the 
sequence! of nodes along the unique path leading from the root of QY (say x,) to the . 
node x (xh+, = x); one calls the sequence of directions of x in cy the sequence 
a’ = (d,, d2, . . . ,dh) where for ii = 1,2,. . . , h, d, takes the value j, 1 s j s t, if the arc 
leading from_ xr to x4+1 in cy is the jop arc leading out from x, (one says also that xi+, is 
the jth son of x,). If h = 0, the sequence is empty. 
We are now going to extend in an entirely natural way the exchange operation so 
that it becomes an operation acting on a set of nodes. In order to do this it is more 
practical to use the notion of a sequence of directions of a node, having already 
rroted that in a given tree a node is entirely characterised by its sequence of 
directions. 
Definition 3.4. Let A be a set of t-ary trees which is invariant under exchange and 
let N(A) be the set of nodes of the trees in A ; let x be an internal node taken from 
N(A) and E Fj’ an exchange operation with respect to x; let y be a node of a tree 
a E A (~1, yz, . . . , y, _,) be the sequence of nodes along the unique path leading 
from the root of cy to y (yh cl = y), and d = (d,, d2,. ‘. , dh) be the sequence of 
directions of y. We still call an exchange with respect o x and denote it by my” the 
mapping of N(A) on itself such that 
0 i &t*‘)(y) = y if x 6f (y,, y,, . . . , yh} or if x = y4 for a certain k, I s k s h, and 
i# dk and j# dk; S 
(ii) if not, upon placing j = dk, &F’)(y) is the node of the tree EZ’~“(CK) which has as 
its sequence of directions (d,, d2,. . . , dk + i, dk + Ir . _ . , d,,). 
Example. In the binary tree represented in Fig. 3(b) the nodes y’ and z’ correspond 
to the nodes y and z respectively of the tree represented in Fig. 3(a) under 
exchange with respect to the ncsde x; here the exchange operation leaves the tree 
unchanged. 
Fig. 3. 
Let be a set of t-at-y trees which is invariant under exchange; let 
be some property defined on the nodes of the trees belonging to A (or, 
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equivalently, a set of nodes of the trees in A); it will be said that the property (or 
the set) P is invariant under exchange if for every (Y E A, for every internal node x 
0T cy, for every pair (i, j), 1 s i, j s t, and for every node y in a tree of A that satisfies 
the 1: -nperty P, the node E ‘,““(y) still satisfies the property P. 
Examples of invariant properties under exchange: for a set of trees invariant under 
exchange: 
(i) the external nodes, the internal nodes, the leaves; 
(ii) the nodes of given height; 
(iii) the intersection of two of the previous sets (used in Section 4); 
(iv) the set of nodes x such that the subtree of root x has a given number of 
internal nodes (a property used in Section S). 
Theorem 3.6. Let A be a set of t-ary trees which is invariant under exchange, and B 
be a set of nodes of trees in A which is invariant under exchange; for every integer 
h 2 0 let Bh be the set of nodes height h belonging to B and ler A,, be tke set of trees 
belonging to A such that the node of height h on the lowest right branch belongs to B; 
then the foliming re!at!‘orr holds : 
C:\rd B,, = B” Card A,,. 
Proof. First of ail, the result is trivial for h = 0. Thus let h > 0 and let ~2 E B,,. Let us 
consider the set of the images P(Y) of y where e is either the identity or any 
exchange operations c such that the sequence of drrections of E(Y) differs from that 
of y ; let us call this set the orbit of y. Then 
(i) all the nodes of this orbit belong to B and have height h; 
(ii) this orbit contains th nodes characterised by the sequence of directions 
(d,, d2,. . *. db), 1 G d, 6 t, 16 i s h; 
(iii) in thi:: orbit there is only one node that belongs to a lowest right branch, i.e. 
the node whose sequence of direction is (c. t,. . . , t). 
(iv) for t E B,, the relation “z belongs to the orbit of y” is an equivalence 
relation on between 1~ and r; for if z = F(Y) ttien y = F(Z). an exchange being 
an involution; and if x = F’(Z) and z = F(Y) for exchange F’ and E which fulfil the 
above condition, then x = P k(y) and the map I= ‘F is still an exchange which fulfils 
the above corldition One can thus partition the set B,, into Card Ah disjoint crbits, 
each orbit b&ng of cardinaltiy t h. c9 
The proof of ;his theorem demonstrates in fact more than what 
let us restrict ourselves to binary treizs. It is said 
if there are tt arcs on the left (right) on the path 
k&ding from the root to this node. The method used in the above pmof enables one 
to prove the following result: (using the same hypotheses and the same notation as 
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in the theorem above) if B h.b is the set of nodes belonging to B and which have left 
height h and right height k, then the following equality holds 
B. Application to digital trees 
In this section WC apply the preceding theorem to two families of digital trees on 
cry given totally ordered alphabet (a, < a2 < l l l < a,) with t characters. In the 
notation the dependence on t is implicit. 
4.4. First exam pk 
Let T,., be the set of al1 sets of n words (or keys) of iength I on the given 
alphabet, n and I being given integers. The correspondence c! between a set of keys 
e E T,., and its associated igital tree d(e) (see Section 1) is one-to-one; thus we 
denote the set Jf these trees by T,. I also. 
Example. For t = 2. the ordered alphabet (I) < I}, 1 = 3, n = 5, e = 
(001,010,100,101,110}, Fig. 4 pictures the tree d(e). 
Fig. 4. 
Let us call the length of a search in a digital tree the height of the node at which 
the search ends. There is a one-to-one correspondence between keys in e and 
leaves in d(e); furthermore all these leaves have height I. Thus the length of a 
successful search is equal to 3. 
NOW we answer the question: 12 being is given integer, 1 s h s I, calculate 
Card E n 1 h, where E . * ,,J,,, is the set of the external nodes of height h in the trees 
Monging to TUer. This set is invariant under exchange. Thus, according to Theorem 
3.3, the equality 
Card E,J,, = t h Car3 T”.l*h (4 1) 
holds. where T rL1.h is the set of trees in T,., which have an external node of height 4 
on the lowest right branch. 
Note that T n.1.h is the subset of T,,l such that 
(i) no word beginning by h occurrences of the letier a, belongs to TnvLh; 
(ii) at least one word beginning bv /t -- + l occurrences of the letter a, belongs to 
T n.l.h- 
Therefore a simple expression of Card Tn.l.h is 
Card T,,. 1. h = 
(I’ ,“-“) _ (II -i--h+‘) . 
(G .2) 
Let e be a tree in Tn,l; there are C’ - n words (or keys) of length I on the given 
alphabet that are not in e. An unsuccessful search in e is the search of such a key; it 
ends at an external node of e which is not a son of a leaf (or equivalently of height 
less than or equal to I); furthermore the number of unsuccessful searches of length 
h (I s h s I) obviously is equal to t --h CardE,.l,, which is equal to t’ Card T,, I.h 
according to (4.1). We have proved the 
Proposition 4.1. The number of unsuccessful searches in T,. l that end at a node of 
height h (1 G h G 1) is equal to 
c, r(” --‘I h) __ (2’ --y-h+‘)] , 
With this result it is possible to calculate all interesting statistics; for example the 
mean unsuccessful search length is equal to 
1’ c ;I Card Tn.1.h /(a’ 
t ’ 
Ish=, I 
-n) n = 
0 
T;‘ h Card T 
&L 
n.Lh/ (“i ‘) 
for which we have been unable to find a simpler form. 
Formula 4,2 gives the answer of another problem concerning digital trees. The 
memory size required to implement a digital tree in the classical way is proportional 
to the number of internal nodes of the tree, which is related to the number of 
external nodes, according to Proposition &. 3 2. Thus we can obtain all statistics about 
intel ha1 nodes; for example the mean number of internal nodes in T,., is equal to 
2: th Card T,.,.,,ICard T,,,, - ! w- 1) 
1 c ta s. / 
(4.3) 
where Card Tn.1 = (‘i). 
Fredkin [3) (see also [6] Section 6.3) has associated a “trie” T(E) to each tree 
II E T,,,, (tl 3 2), which can be defined as follows. First let us call a one-way node in 
a binary tree a node which has only one non-empty son; for a leaf F in u, let P(F 
be the highest node on the path from the root of II to F which is not a one-way node 
and Ilet Q(F) be the son of P!,d;‘) on this path. Now for each leaf I= in u replace any 
non-empty son of Q(F) be an empty one; the new tree obtained is the trie T(U). 
In this trie each key is associzued biunivoquely with a ieaf whose height is less 
than or equal to 1 and the access time to a key is proportional to the height of its 
corresponding leaf. Thus we reach the question: k being a given integer, how many 
leaves height k are in the multiset (r(w): YI E TO.,}? Let E,JJ be the set of leaves F 
in the tree5 belonging to i?., such that the node Q(F) has height k. The question is 
16) calculate ard C n.I ,+* 
Iearly the set L n.I.k is invariant under exchange: XcOrding to TheOre?TI 3.4 one 
has the rei3tion 
Card Ln.I.lr = t’ Card TILk (44 
where T_ 1. k is the set of trees belonging to T,,r such that: 
(i) the highest internal node on the lowest right branch is a leaf, 
(ii) the highest rron one-way node on this lowest right branch has height k - 1. 
?4ow it is easy to prove the foliowing equality, either directly 0: in the same way 
as formula (4.2): 
Card T,‘. I.k = Card g_, 1.I.k. 
sing (4.4) we have 
hapmf9ion 4.2. Let h be an integer (1 S b S I); the number of successful searches of 
length h in the tnultiset of tries (T (u ) : u E T,. l) is equal to 
t[(*;-yJ- (y’.‘;“)]. , 
3.2. Second exampie 
Lel B, be the set of all sets E of n distinct words (or keys) on the given alphabet 
such that if w belongs to E then any prefix of w belongs also to E. The digital tree 
d(E) (see Section 1) associated to anv E E L?,, is a t-ary tree and there exists a one- 
to-one correspondence be;ween I!? akd the internal nodes of d(E). Moreover it is 
not di&ult to see that the map d is a one-to-one correspondence between B, and 
the seu of r-ary trees with n internal nodes; thus we denote this latter set also by B,. 
9 
The access time of a kev (or successful search time) lin such a tree is proportional 
to the height of the cot~es~ondin,~ Fraternal node. An unsuccessful search lends at an 
time is proportional to the height,, of this node. Thus we reach 
g a given integer, how many external and internal nodes of 
Let E,, (respectiveily L) be lthc set of external (internal) nodes in the trees 
ging to & These sets are sbv~ously in*,ariant under exchan;$e; thus. according 
tain the re at ions 
c R h. 
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where B,,, h ( cn. Ir respectively) is the set of trees in B, whose node of height h on the 
lowest right branch is external (internal). 
Note that Card Cn.,, can be simply obtained by the obvious relation 
Card C,:, II = c Card B,. , 
r’h 
or further 
Card C”.h = Card B..h+l + Card Cn.I,+,. 
It remains for us to furnish a simple expression for Card B,,h. One could have 
-:educed this to a ballot problem (see [2] or [5]). We have prefered to use geometric 
:~~nstructions on the trees, even though they only lead to explicit formulae after 
some analytical calculations. 
From the Defkiti~n 2.1 a t-ary tree having n internal nodes is a t-uple of t-ary 
trees having respecjively ni, n2.. . . , 12, internal nodes with the conditions 
0 i n, aI) i = I,2 ,..., f, 
( ) ii n, + q + 9 l e + n, = n - 1. 
Moreover, if 3 t-,ary tree has h internal nodes on its 
2”’ subtree have lo - 1 internal nodes on its lowest 
recurrence rcktion 
Card !?,,,, = c Card B,, Card B,, l . l Card B,, A 
whete the summation is over n, satisfying (4.7). 
lowest right branch then its 
right branch. Whence the 
Card B”,.h I (4.8) 
Let B(u, z) = 2: ,zoIl_ao unzh Card &h the generating function of the integers 
Card B,.,,. Then the relation (4.8) is equivalent to the formulae: 
B(u, ~7) = P + ZUB‘ ‘(u, l)B(u, z), (4.9 
B(u, ;: ) = [ 1 - zuB’-‘(u, l)l- ‘. (4.9’) 
B(u, 2) = B(u, l)[z - (z - I)B(u, l)]--‘. (4.9”) 
From (4.9’) ‘we derive 
B(u, 2 ) = c z h;~hB(r-‘)h(~, 1). (4.10) 
h 30 
Rut the gcner?ting function B(u, 1) satisfies the equalites 
B(u, :) = 1 + uB’(u, 1) = [l - uB’-‘(u. l)]-’ 
from which WC derive (see for example [6] Vol. ‘r Stxtion 1.2.9 Eq. 21), for every 
positive integer r 
(4.11) 
We should note that B’(u, 1) is the generating function of a sequence of r t-ary 
trees counted by their internal nodes and that uoVrsal + GC~F this we easily derive the Ftothe 
formula (still referred to as Gould’s) about which much has been said: 
Putting r = 1 in (4.11) one obtains 
(4.12) 
Klarner [S] has given a similar prof3f for (4.12) as well as other enumerations 
concerning the height of nodes in B,. 
Note that, according to Proposition 2.2, the number of external nodesin B, is 
equal to (nt - II + I)CardB, = (Z’), a simple expression which deserves a simple 
proof. 
Putting r = (t - 1)h in (4.1 I) and substituting in (4.10) one obtains 
which furnishes a simple expression for Card B,. h : 
Card B,,,, = 
ret-h 
( > 
(t- 1)h 
n - h ‘nt - h 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
The sequence of integers Card B,. h has many interesting properties which we are 
&out to examine. Some of these properties appear under a different form in the 
work of Riordan [9]. 
First a special case of Rothe’s formula 
Card B,,., =: 2 Card B,. s Card B n - ,. r. 
+-jC--rn 
Secondly from (J.9) it is easy to derive the identity 
B(u,zj: = 
hich is equivalent to the linear recurrence 
(4.16) 
167 
Card B,.k = Card Rn+l,k+l - Card Bbzcl ktq . . 
Let us gather together the essentials of these results in a sta;ement. 
Proposition 4.3. The numbers Card E, (h ) (Card I,,(h)) of the external (i:zternal) 
nodes of t-ary trees hauing n internai nodes are given by the formulae 
Card E, (h ) = th Card B, h, 
Card L(h) = t h Card C”. h, 
with Card B,, h = ((I - 1)h );( nt - h )(Zhh) and Card C,,. k = C,.+ Card B,, , . hioreover 
the integers Card B,,,, satisjy the relations (US), (4.16) and (4.17). 
One is interested, more particularly, in the average height of the external and 
internal nodes of the trees in 13,. Let be 
1 
en = c h Card E,(h) 
(nt - n + 1)Card B, ldhs;n 
in I = c h Card l”(h) n Card B, (Ishsn- 1 
the average external and internal heigh:s respectively. 
Proposition 4.4. The average external cpnd intemal heights are connected by the 
relation 
(nt -- n -i 1 )e, = (t - l)ni, + nt. 
On the other hand, the average external height satisfies the equalities 
nt - k 
0 i en = 
c ( ) k’(t - 1)t” _n - k 
ClGkrn nt -k nt 
i ) n 
( > ii 
tk 
. . . 
( ) 
( )( e,+l= ’ c k 
t(n - k>\ 
n-k / 
131 
(kk GPl nt 
c ) n, 
k%r t = 2, the ciusrage external height satisfies is addition the following simple 
expression : 
J. Franpm 
4” 
e,+l=x. 
( > n 
Proof. First of ah the relation between the average externai and internal heights is 
a direct consequence of Proposition 2.8. Next it is clear that the generating function 
of the total external path length of B,, 
E, = c hE,(h), is 2 z a B(u, Z)!* =I. 
la;hsn 
Expression (i) is, using (4.14) the immediate consequence of this. A simple 
calculation and the relation (4.15) transform (i) into (ii). On the other hand, by using 
formula (4.9) one immediately obtains the identity 
z $- B(u, ~),~z, + B(u, t) = B2tuv 2) 
from which (iii) follows. 
Finally for t = 2, using (4.9) it is easily shown that 
B2(u,2) = [1 - 2uB(u, l)]-’ = (1 - 4u)-’ 
from which the desired result is obtained; for t = 2 
given by Knuth [6] Vol. I Section 2.3.4.5 
Comtet [ 11 has found the asymptotic development 
first term without proof: 
Proposition 4.5. The first term of the asymptotic 
extemd path length e, is given by 
an equivalent result has been 
of the quantity e,; we give the 
development of the average 
5. 
1 t nr + I 
2 nt (t - I)nr-n+l l 
( ) n 
Binary search trees 
c 
T’he binary search trees are binary trees in the sense of the preceding section 
constructed from a permutation of given distinct keys, the tree having n internal 
nodes if the permutation is carried out over n keys (see the introduction). 
From two distinct permutations on the same keys this construction possibly gives 
the same binary tree. We showed in a ,;ecent work [4] the following result: when 
one cunstructs the binary search trees from the n! permutations on n distinct keys. 
a given binary tree cy is obtained IV,, times, where 
Iv, = 
n? - 
m,m2ma.. l m, ’ 
On the ianulysis of t2lgorithms for trees I w 
where for 1 s i s n, m, is the number of internal nodes of the subtree of root i, 
assuming that one labels the n internal nodes of CT i? an arbitrary way by the 
integers I, 2, *. . , n. Let us call this integer N, the order of multiplicity of LY. 
Let us consider the multiset A, of binary search trees obtained from the n! 
permutatiors on n distinct keys each binary tree appearing in n as manv times as c 
its order of multiplicity. The result of Lynch (71 which has already been mentioned 
iin the introduction is the following: 
royosition 5.1. The number of external nodes height k in the trees of A,, is equal to 
?‘s,,.~, where s, k is the absolute value of the Stirling number of the first kind. 
We give a new proof of this result which is different from the one appearing in 
[4]. It is easy to see that the order of multiplicity of a binary tree is invariant under 
exchange; therefore, from Theorem 3.4, the number of external nodes of height k 
of the trees of A,, is, up to a factor 2’. equal to the number of tree in A, which have 
k internal nodes on the lowest right branch. Following an observation made bv I 
Knutl”l ([6] VoI. 3 p. 341) this latter number is the number of permutations of n 
distincts kevc having k left to right maxima, which is known as Stirling number of . 
the first kind. This is sufficient to prove the proposition. 
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